Romania Countryside Tour
TRIP ITINERARY
DAY

1

BUCHAREST
Welcome to Romania!
You came to the right place! After meeting your local guide you will start discovering a diverse
cultural landscape throughout the capital Bucharest, the city of happiness as per the translation of
the Romanian name Bucuresti, a city that blends so many types of architecture, such a vibrant city!
Bucharest is truly a European capital which is worth exploring!
During your city tour you will not miss the imposing Palace of Parliament, the second largest
administrative building in the world after the Pentagon in USA, the Revolution Square were the
democracy of Romania was seated and you will step in the traditional life by visiting the National
Village Museum, the second largest open air museum in Europe.
After such a wonderful day is time for some rest! Tomorrow you start exploring the rest of the
country!
√ Palace of Parliament
√ Village Museum - Dimitrie Gusti
√ lunch + dinner

DAY

2

BUCHAREST - SINAIA - BRASOV
Time to head to the Carpathian Mountains! In the middle of a breathtaking landscape is located the
famous Peles Castle and the famous medieval city of Brasov!
We’ll make the most out of this part of Romania!

√
√
√

Peles Castle
tour of Brasov
breakfast + lunch + dinner

DAY

3

BRASOV - VISCRI - SASCHIZ - SIGHISOARA
It’s amazing how well preserved Transylvania is! What a culture, what a history, what a fantastic
experience! Even Prince Charles of England bought a house here and visit the locals every year.
Ready to take a hike? Good! We’ll start the day with a unique experience and will go for some truffle
hunting with our friendly hunting dogs. A well-deserved truffle lunch will strengthen our powers and
we’ll continue to discover UNESCO saxon villages such as Viscri and Saschiz and of course the locals
and their delicious homemade sweets.
You came a long way and we like our guests to not feel rushed. Will spend 2 nights in Sighisoara!

√
√
√
√

Truffle hunting experience
Viscri Fortified Church
local products tasting
breakfast + lunch + dinner
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DAY

4

SIGHISOARA
When you say Romania you say food and traditions. They are part of the local’s life so you will learn
today how to make traditional cheese or how to give life to a piece of wood on the paths of the
unique city of Sighisoara and its surroundings. Of course at all the pace we will enjoy traditional
dishes, sweets and we will relax with a glass of wine and local brandy.

√ tour of Sighisoara
√ cheese making demonstration, from the goat/sheep milking up to the final product
√ participation in a workshop for manufacturing leather/ wood carvings/ painted icons
√ breakfast + lunch + dinner
DAY

5

SIGHISOARA - BIERTAN - SIBIU
Stop! Look around you! Yes you are still in Romania but you feel like time has stopped and you are
now in 15 century! Biertan Fortifed Church with its strong walls and gothic architecture will be an
amazing to discover! You will have the chance to buy local honey, one of the best ones in all the
world.
We will keep it traditional and in the afternoon a ride with traditional carriages will lead us to a rich
lunch in the Romanian village Sibiel.
Last but not least today will stay in Sibiu the cultural Capital of Europe and one of the biggest prides
of Romania.

√
√
√
√
DAY

6

Biertan fortified church
traditional horse carriage ride
tour of Sibiu
breakfast + lunch + dinner

SIBIU - HOREZU - DRAGASANI - BUCHAREST
On our way to Bucharest you will have the chance to visit a Pottery ceramic workshop and you
cannot leave Romania without a wine tasting at one of the most famous wineries Avincis Wine Celler.
Nooooo - it’s time to go! Just like that, this Romania trip is over in a flash. Fill up on one last dinner
with the crew and hit the road. Don’t forget you can always come back to explore more of this
outstanding country!

√
√
√

pottery ceramic workshop
wine tasting
breakfast + lunch + dinner
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